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Electron accelerates operating ahovc about 10 MeV produce significant 

quantities of photoneutions- This is not a new problem and was first re
ported by Laughlin1 in 1951 for a 23 MeV hecatron. In recent years it has 
diavn considerable attention because of the increased use of higher-energy 
electron linear accelerators for radiation therapy and also because of the 
increased awareness of radiation risks. There is an unavoidable exposure 
of the patient to these neutrons and in some cases there can be significant 
radiation fields outside the therapy room door. The regulations concerning 
the use of medical accelerators are issued by the various state governments 
in the Uniced States. Several of the states have regulations concerning 
accelerator treatment head leakage that ucre extended to include the dose 
equivalent from neutrons but without an increase in the magnitude of the 
permitted leakage. That is, the total leakage radiation one meter from the 
targec still has to be less than 0,1% of the useful beam at one meter from 
the source. As a result, most of the electron accelerators above about l't 
HeV cannot be sold in those states. I began a study of neutron head leak
age because I felt that it was poorly understood, that many reported meas
urements were wrong, and that it was highly desirable that patients get the 
benefit of the higher-energy accelerators. 1 also wished to develop a 
method of measuring these neutrons which was simple enough to be used in 

most hospitals. The work I will re
port upon is the work of myself and 
my colleagues at Stanford; especial
ly, T. K. Jenkins, R. A. Shore and 
W. F. Swanson. 

The Radiation Field 

A modern medical electron ac
celerator typically has a treatment 
head similar to that shown in 
Fig. 1. The electron bean strikes 
the target, producing bremsstrah-
lung, which then is colllmated. Two 
pairs of movable jaus allow defini
tion of a treatment field up to 
ahout 35 cm x 15 cm at one meter from 
the target. A shaped filter is 
placed in the brerasstrahlung beam to 
produce a constant dose rate across 

Fig. 1. Cress section of a typical 
therapy huad for a medical electron 
accelerator. 
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* Work supported by the Department of Energy, contract DE-AC03-76bi;0515. 

(Invited paper presented at the 4th Symposium on Neutron Dosimetry, 
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the treatment field. Photoneutrons are produced'mostly In the target, 
the main collimator and the fiold flactener. The entire head la ahlclded 
by lead and tungsten to reduce i hoton leakage belou the regulatory limits. 
Neutrons coming from the head are nearly Isotropic after passing through 
this shielding. 

The therapy accelerator is always in a concrete shielded room. Neu
trons are scattered and moderated in the concrete and produce a field 
whoso spectrum and intensity vary with position in the room. These ef-
fcctR ore Illustrated In Fig. 2 which was obtained with the aid of the 

Monte Carlo program MORSE.2 Note that 
the primary photoneutron spectrum Is 
quite similar to that of the 2 5 2Cf 
fission spectrum which is often used 
as a calibration source. If the ther
apy head is simulated by 10 cm of tung
sten surrounding the neutron source, 
the spectrum becomes much softer. 
When the complete simulation is placed 
in a concrete room, there i3 still 
more softening of the spectrum. Fig. 3 
shows similar results for a 25 HoV ma
chine. Since the spectrum in the con
crete room with the tungsten is so 
much different than the 2 S 2 C f spectrum, 
it is clear that use of a neutron de
tector calibrated with a fission spec
trum can cause considerable error. 

Fig. 2. Integral photoneutron 
spectrum for IS MaV electrons 
striking a tungsten target. 
A fission spectrum (^52Cf) is 
shown for comparison. Also 
shown arc the spectra obtained 
when 10 cm of tungsten shielding 
surxo-jni) the tungsten target and 
when this assembly is placed in 
a concrete room. 

Measurement of neutron spectra 
under such conditions is very diffi
cult since the fluence rate of high-
energy photons is three to four 
orders of magnitude greater than 
that of neutrons. The pulsed nature 
of the radiation field (typically 
1-2 psec pulses at tic more than 360 
Hz) is n further complication. Since 
MORSE gave results which compared 
well with all measurements we made, 
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Fig. 3, Integral phoconeutron 
6pectrum for 25 MaV electrons 
striking a lead target. 
A f iss ion spectrum ( 2 5 2 C f ) i s 
shown for comparison. 
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w decided to use l t « i tool for predicting spectra for various accelera
tor energies and room geometries. He could make a calculation for tbe room 
geoyeuj and fox the saw locations at watch we placed fluent* detectors. 
The calculation* provided the conversion factors we needed to convert tie 
finance measurements into the desired dose equivalent.. 

' To amasaxe fluence we need moderatad gold falls with the moderator In 
the foxa of a polyethylene cylinder IS cm U g h by 15 cm diameter and cov-
axed with cadmTnw> The** commercially available moderators have a response 
nearly Independent of energy 1 B the range of interest for medical electron 
accelerator** 3»* The gold foil* were counted on a pancake C-M counter. 
W * h thle system we could obtain adequate counting rate* at different 
points iaslrf* a therapy room with dotes a* low an 3,000 red* ac the laocen-
ter. Iharaal neutron* were measured with hare gold folia at the aaae tine. 
The mala advantage of thin method waa that the deteitore were quite Inex
pensive. ! U i meant that on* could purchase enough detector* that Measure
ment* could ha made at several points at the sane tine. In a typical sur
vey of a therapy room, *e night make measurements at 12 to 15 points inside 
the room and an *d<Uta',nuil point outside the room door. The main disadvan
tage K M that It required lengthy Monte Carlo calculations for each room. 
Host hospital* do not have access to large computers and progress such ss 
HORSE. Tor this reaion wa looked for simplification^ Ve wanted a method 
that could be followed etep-by-atep at one would follow < recipe from a. 
cookbook, 

The Cookbook Method 

When we analysed our large collection of MORSE calculations for nany 
different else* and •hues of rooms and many different spectra we observed 
several useful facta8!6 «j follower 

conversion factor ver-
the remit* ehown in 
Fig• At Alan shown 
Fig. 4« Fluence-to-
doaa equivalent con-
vereloa factors as 
a function of aver
age neutron energy. 
The points arc re
sult* of many differ
ent neutron spectra 
and shielding altna-
rdena* The dashed 
lime la a least-

nonoenergetle nan-
trona ee given In 
XCKF21. 
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1. Mien we plotted the fluenee-to-doM equivalent 
sua the average energy of the epactrun, we obtained 
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are the XCRP 21 converaiou factor* for nonoenergotlc neutrons with a 
mnoth curve drew through thai. 7 The line drawn through the points 
calculated by H0RS8 can fee fitted by the *~ 

Coaveralou factor • a) 
For all existing Medical electron acceleratoro, tbe average energy of the 
neutron spectra* within tin room maid lie batmen 0.1 and 1.0 fcnV. lor 
rooaa with poor nazes requiring only • single scatter for neutrons to 
reacb the door, the average neutron energy at the door will be close to 
0.1 MeV-
2. neutron spectra surrounded bjr a heavy aetal shield give up energy la 
euch a nay that the average energy decreesee nearly exponentially with in
creasing shield thickness as shown in Fig. 5 for lead. One can see that 
the decrease is fetter for higher energy epeetra where the inelastic scst-
tering end (u,2n) cross sections ere greater. Sisilsr results are aboun 
In Fig. 6 for tungsten. The curves are steeper for tungsten because the 
number o£ atows/on3 is greater end the Inelastic scattering threshold Is 
lower then for lead. While this exponentlel decrease of the average ener
gy does not continue for very thick shields, it applies over the range of 
head shielding thickntis found for nodical electron accelerators. A con-
denatd method o£ shoving the raaulta of our calculations is yrovlded in 
Fig. 7 where wo have plotted Helf-Enargy Layers, i.e., the thickness re
quired to reduce the avtrage energy by cot-half, as a function of the 
average energy. Ths point* at 6 HaV and above are for nonoonsrgatlc 
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Fig. 5. The average energy of 
various neutron spectra as a 
function of the thickness of a 
ephnical shell shield of lead 
surrounding tbe source. 

Fig. 6. The average energy of 
various neutron spectra ae a 
function of the thickness of a 
spherical shell shield of 
sten •y—""i"***!!! the 
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Fig. 7. The thickncBB of a 
spherical shell shield re
quired to reduce the average 
energy of a neutron apectrura 
by one-half as a function of 
i\e unshielded average energy 
of the spectrum. Data arc 
given for Iron, lead and 
tungsten. 

neutrons. If one Knows the average 
energy of the primary photoneutron 
spectra (mostly available from the 
literature) and the thickness and ma
terial of the head shielding, one can 
approximate the average energy of the 
neutrons leaving the therapy head. 

3, MORSE calculations also allow us 
to study the characteristics of the 
neutrons scattered from the walls hack 
into the room. It was found that the 
fluence of these neutrons was nearly 
constant throughout the room and was 
given by 

5.4Q V- (2> 

where Q is the source strength of the 
neutrons leaving the head and S is the 
Inside surface area of the room A 
very similar expression has been found 
experimentally by Eisenhauor et al. 6 

This does not include thermal neutrons, 
but a similar expression was found by 
Patterson and Wallace9 for the thermal 
neutrons 

tp = 1.25Q (3) 

where 
as in 

Q and S 
eq. 2. 

have the same meaning 

It. We also found 
energy of the wall 

that the average 
scattered neutron 

spectrum was related to the average energy of the incident neutron spec-
trim as shown in Fig. B. The average energy of Che scattered neutrons 

Tig. B. Relationship between 
the average energy of the primary 
neutron i ^ r and the average 
energy E „ of the neutrons scat
tered within a concrete room. 
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can tie given by 
S « " ° * W 5dir <*> 

where E j i r is the average energy of the neutrons leaving the therapy head. With these four empirical results, one is able to calculate the appro
priate factor to convert fltience to dose univalent at any point in the 
room at a distance R from the source, as follows: 

<J> - tf-.j + <t ' -3~x + —,t * (5) 
vtot *dir vsc , „2 S 

t 0 t »dir + » « d l r L S+5.4*4*R 2J 
The conversion factor is then calculated from eq, 1. To obtain the total 
neutron dose equivalent, one measures the thermal neutron fluence indepen
dently, converts it to dose equivalent (9.36x 10 sn cm~*/rem), i A adds It 
to the fast neutron dose equivalent . 

This method is not applicable to measurements at the door. Fro* our 
Monte Carlo calculations, we believe that it is adequate to assume that 
the average energy of the Fast neutrons at the door of any poor maze 
(single scatter only) is 0.1 MeV for any accelerator, for any accelerator 
in a room with a good maze (two or more scatters), ve do not know Che av
erage energy of the fast neutrons. However, it cannot be more than 0.1 
MeV. In the cases of the two rooms we have surveyed that did have good 
mazes, the dose equivalent outside the door was very low, and the fast 
neutron component was less Chan either the thermal neutron or neutron cap
ture Y-ray components. Therefore, it would be only A small overestimate 
of the total dose equivalent to make the conservative assumption that the 
average energy of the fast neutron component is 0.1 MeV for the good maze 
also. 
Instrumentation and Calibration for the Cookbook Method 

For facilities wishing to make their own neutron measurements, the 
instrumentation required is simple and Inexpensive. In foil counting, we 
count the B-rays from 1 9 8 A u although counting of the 0.412 MaV y - t a y would 
also be possible. We use a pancake C-M counter in a simple lead shielded 
fixed geometry arrangement, with the foil approximately 1 cm from the 
counter. The gold foils used are 2.54 cm in diameter by 0.025 cm thick. 
The moderators are conraerciully available.10 

Calibration can be obtained by exposure of foils in their moderators 
to a z 5 2 C f source of known strength. Usually, correction should be made 
for scattering In the exposure geotuetry.11 We have found that the sensi
tivity of bars Au foils t) thermal neutrons is 1.25 tines that of the mod
erated Au foils to fast i nitrons, so an independent thermal neutron cali
bration is not necessary. Alternatively, a gold foil can be sent to- an
other Institution (e.g., National Bureau of Standards) for a known thermal 
neutron exposure. An exposure of the order of 10*-10 n/co 2 gives an ad
equate counting rate, and the activated foil can be sent through ordinary 
mail Hith no hazard involved. It is desirable to have a long-lived beta 
source, e.g., 3 6 t l , to intcrcompare with the gold foils and maintain the 
calibration over long periods of tine. 
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Other Methods of Measurement 
Neutron leakage from medical accelerators has bean measured by many 

different methods.*2 teat of these methods a n not practical for a hospi
tal to adopt for just tha m o specific purpose* sines thsy involve complex 
and specialise'! procaduras ot equipment. Tha one other method that is 
quite Simple IS that daaeribed by Rogers and VanDyk 1' Who also used mod
erated gold foils, but with a moderator designed by Andersson and Braun1>f 

to give a dose-equivalent response directly. This method is very easy to 
use and the authors claim better accuracy than the method described above, 
tte disadvantages are chat the moderators ate much, more expensive and the 
sensitivity is about a factor of tea lower. 

In amatory, a method is described using simple gold foils and rela
tively inexpensive moderators to measure neutron finances, both fast and 
thermal, which tarn can be converted to dose equivalent using a few staple 
formulas. Tha method is sensitive, easy to calibrate, and should work at 
nest accelerators regardless of energy or room geometry. 
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DISCLAIMER 

This report was pr»p>rtd w in iceount of work iponsored by en agency of the United States 
Government. Neither the United StitM Government nor any agency thereof, DOT any or their 
employee), mikes any warranty, expren or implied, or assumes any legal liability or rnpooti> 
bility for the accuracy, complotaneu, or usefulness of any information, apparatus product, or 
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer
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manufacturer, or otherwise don not necessarily constitute or imply lu endorsement, recom
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views 
and opinions of authors expressed hereto do net necessarily state or reflect those oT the 
United States Government or any agency thereof. 


